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Abstract: The Telescope Array (TA) experiment consists of three fluorescence detector (FD) stations containing
38 telescopes arranged around the surface air shower array of 507 scintillation counters. And the atmospheric
monitoring is indispensable to estimate the incident cosmic ray energy by FD more precisely.
Various methods of the atmospheric monitoring are adopted to the TA experiment, the Central Laser Facility
(CLF) located on the middle of experimental site is one of them. The CLF shoots the laser vartically to measure
the photon attenuation from the track to FDs and gives us the vertical optical depth above the experimental site.
It has been working stably since 2008, we set the vertically fixed LIDAR system on the CLF (LIDAR@CLF) to
measure the altitudinal dependency of atmospheric attenuation, as reported in the last conference.
We describe the development of analysis of atmospheric condition including LIDAR@CLF data, with some
examples.
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1 Introduction
Although the Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Ray (UHECR) is
been observing through several cosmic ray experiments, its
origin is not known still now. The Telescope Array exper-
iment (TA) which is searching the UHECR and studying
its origin, had started the observation from 2008 using the
air fluorescence and the air shower array techniques. The
Surface Detector (SD) array which consists of 507 scintil-
lation counters is spreading over 700 km2 in Utah desert,
∼1500m a.s.l. And the Fluorescence Detector (FD) sta-
tions named Black Rock (BR), Long Ridge (LR) and Mid-
dle Drum (MD) are located surrounding the SD array. BR
and LR stations have each 12 fluorescence telescopes di-
rected to 6 azimuth and 2 elevation angles. MD station has
14 telescopes which is inherited from HiRes experiment,
those are directed to 7 azimuth and 2 elevation angles.

The air fluorescence technique measures scintillation
light from an air showers induced by high energy cosmic-
ray. The amount of lights well represents the energy of pri-
mary particle but is reduced by the atmospheric attenuation
which depends on the containing molecules and aerosols
in the air. Therefor, many of air fluorescence experiments
contain the atmospheric monitoring systems to measure
the variation of atmospheric condition.

Then, three systems for atmospheric monitoring are de-
veloped for the TA experiment till now. One is the LIDAR
(LIght Detection And Ranging) set up near the BR FD sta-
tion, the system consists of a laser and a light receiver as-
sembled with photo multiplier tube (PMT) and telescopes.
LIDAR injects a pulsed laser to atmosphere and detects a
back-scattered light of laser, it makes us to calculate the
extinction coefficient α(h) along the laser track [1].

Second is the Infra-Red (IR) camera for the cloud mon-
itoring. The IR camera is also installed on the same place
as LIDAR and takes pictures covering the field of view of
FD telescopes. Those pictures include the temperature in-

formation that is useful to distinguish the cloudy and clear
sky [2].

Last one is the Central Laser Facility (CLF) located on
the geographical center of three FD stations. Although this
facility is containing same type of laser as LIDAR, there
is no light receiver. The laser from CLF is detected by
each two telescopes of three stations, two telescopes facing
the CLF at different elevation angles. Detecting the side-
scattering light of vertically injected laser from CLF by
FD telescope helps us to understand atmospheric absorp-
tion [3]. Furthermore, the fixed LIDAR receiver is installed
on the CLF to measure the back-scattered light simultane-
ously with side-scattered light [4].

2 Atmospheric Transmission
The light transmission in gases T is expressed by the Beer-
Lambert law,

T =
Ix

I0
= exp(−αx) (1)

where I0 and Ix are the intensity of incident light and trans-
mitted light at distance x. With the consideration about
light transmission, the atmosphere is divided into two main
components, molecular and aerosols. The extinction coef-
ficient α is also divided into αM and αA. Moreover, both
of αM and αA would be expressed as the function of height
h because the atmospheric density varies with the altitude.
Here, the definition of optical depth τ is introduced and
the path length x permuted to the height h, the relation be-
tween τ and α is expressed as follows.

τM,A(h) =
∫ h

0
αM,A(H)dH (2)
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Note that τM,A show the vertical optical depth because the
elevation angle is omitted when x is changed to h. Finally,
Eq.(1) is changed to

T(h) = exp
(
−τM(h) − τA(h)

)
(3)

At present, the parameter representing the atmospheric
transmission required from FD analysis is Vertical Aerosol
Optical Depth (VAOD), expressed as τA in Eq.(3).

3 CLF
The CLF is located at the middle of three FD stations, the
scattering lights of laser in an atmosphere are observed
by all stations similarly. Since distances between CLF and
each stations are equal, the amount of reachable lights to
each stations are ideally same. It is a important assumption
to calculate the atmospheric transmittance.

3.1 Hardware
The CLF has a 355 nm wavelength laser which is a close
color to second prominent wavelength 357 nm of the air
fluorescence light. ∼10 mJ pulsed laser is selected because
the amount of scattered light at 2km height from 5 mJ
laser is expected to roughly equal the fluorescence light
generated by 1020eV cosmic ray.

All components of CLF are housed in 20’ container box
which is established with a weather monitor and an LPG
generator system. The weather monitor is connected to the
rain sensor which restrains the operation if it is raining,
and the thermostat which controls the temperature inside
of container. These systems are working autonomously.

The CLF operation is performed every 30 minutes dur-
ing the FD observation. Laser shot frequency is 10 Hz and
each pulses are controlled by GPS module. This synchro-
nization with GPS signal allows us to remove CLF pulses
from the air shower data.

3.2 Data
The CLF operation is been continuing since Dec. 2008.
Data are acquired by the FD telescopes and stored by same
format as air shower data. The data from Dec. 2008 to Dec.
2012 are used in this analysis.

Detected scattering light as a function of height is shown
in Fig.1. In the figure, 30∼100 waveform of laser shots had
been summed. Error bars based on the standard deviation
of those waveforms are small enough, and the significant
bumps are caused by the gaps between adjacent PMTs.

3.3 Analysis
In the analysis of CLF, the difference between an ideal
photon intensity without aerosols and a detected one rep-
resents the absorption caused by the atmospheric aerosols.
Under some assumptions (horizontal uniformity, low
aerosols at higher region, etc.), the VAOD τA(h) is obtained
from the ratio of photon intensities and the elevation angle
of scattering point [5]. The formula is shown as Eq.(4),

τA(h) = −
sinθ(h)

1+ sinθ(h)
ln

(
Nobs

Nid

)
(4)

where Nobs and Nid are the amount of light detected by FD
and ideally expected with purely molecular atmosphere,
respectively. And θ(h) is the elevation angle to the scatter-
ing point from FD that depends on height h.
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Figure 1: Detected scattering light of CLF laser. Red
points shows signals of the lower viewing telescope and
blue points shows those of upper one. Solid line of ma-
genta is simulation with pure molecular condition.

There are two choices for Nid to calculate Eq.(4). First
choice is simulation and another is the most numerous
data which is observed under the condition considered no
aerosols. Both of Nids have uncertainty, simulated Nid re-
quires absolute calibration of emitted laser energy and ob-
served Nid is not always the completely molecular atmo-
sphere. In this paper, the analysis was performed with the
simulated Nid .

Figure 2: Calculated VAOD as a function of height. Data
point consists of 4 data in Fig.1. Fitting result is shown by
solid line and fitting parameters are shown in right upper
box. p0 is τ(∞) and p1 is Hs

Fig.2 shows the VAOD as a function of height which is
calculated by Eq.(4). Since the assumption of low aerosols
is not approved at lower altitude, Eq.(4) is not appropriate
at that region. However, we can get some values at lower
altitude and those would be used for key to know the height
in which aerosol disappears. So, fitting result is also shown
in Fig2.

To fit the VAOD τA(h), following exponential function is
used.

τA(h) = τ∞ − τ∞ exp(− h
Hs

) (5)

Here the Hs shows the scale height of VAOD and τ∞ shows
asymptote of the VAOD. τA(0) = 0 and τ(∞) = τ∞ are the
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boundary conditions for fitting the data. The data around
the break around 6∼7 km caused by the gap between upper
and lower telescopes is not used for this fitting.

It is brought from the definition of VAOD Eq.(2) that
the extinction coefficient αA(h) can be obtained as the dif-
ferential of VAOD τA(h).

αA(h) =
dτA(h)

dh
=

τ∞

Hs
exp(− h

Hs
) (6)

Then the extinction coefficient at the ground α(0) is ob-
tained as τ∞/Hs.

Distributions of τ∞ and αA(0) observed from the Dec.
2008 to Dec. 2012 are shown in Fig.3, 4. The mean value
of αA(0) is 0.032 km−1 , it is consistent with the result
of LIDAR measurement 0.033+0.016

−0.012 km−1 [1]. About the
VAOD, mode value 0.065 obtained by Landau distribution
fitting is significantly larger than LIDAR (0.035+0.019

−0.013) and
HiRes (0.046) results [5]. However, those previous results
are measured from h=0 to 5 km (LIDAR) and 3.8 km
(HiRes). Besides those are imposed on strict condition as
for weather compared with this result.

Figure 3: The distribution of the extinction coefficient at
the ground. The mean value and RMS are shown in right
upper box.

Figure 4: The distribution of the VAOD τA(∞) with Landau
distribution fitting. Fitting parameter p1 shows the mode
and p2 shows the width in the right upper box.

4 LIDAR@CLF
The TA collaboration authorized a new system to mea-
sure the back-scattered light from the CLF in order to bet-
ter parametrize the altitudinal and temporal distribution of

atmospheric transparency. This new LIDAR system was
constructed on the roof of the CLF to obtain data every 30
minutes during FD observations.

4.1 Hardware
The new LIDAR system (LIDAR@CLF) is only made up
of a telescope, PMTs, and DAQ system, since the laser
it observes is the CLF laser. The telescope with PMTs is
installed in a box that is set on a platform affixed to the roof
of the CLF container. The cover of the box automatically
opens and closes for observation. The telescope is aligned
in the vertical direction.

Back-scattered photons from the CLF pulse are received
by a telescope (Celestron C11 AL(XLT), 30 cm aperture)
and sent to a PMT (Hamamatsu R7899, 31 mm diameter)
that measures atmospheric transparency between 3 and 10
km above the surface. A second PMT (Hamamatsu R580,
47 mm diameter) whose view is limited is attached to the
side of the telescope, and measures transparency between
0.5 and 4 km. Both PMTs are covered with a BG3 UV fil-
ter (SHIBUYA-KOUGAKU R7899) whose transmittance
is 91%. So back-scattered photons from high altitudes are
observed by the PMT attached to the telescope, and pho-
tons from low altitude are observed directly by the second
PMT. The original lens of the telescope was exchanged for
a wide transmission lens (MITSUBISHI-RAYON UV pen-
etration board 000, transmittance 90.8% at 355 nm).

As a safety measure, we installed software and a light
sensitive interlock to control the high voltage power supply
and the cover of the box. Neither are allowed to turn on
(open up) during daylight.

The DAQ is composed of an oscilloscope (Tektronix
DPO3040), a data’s PC, a high voltage power supply
(MATSUADA J4-3N-L) and two low voltage power sup-
plies (KIKUSUI PMC18-2A & PIA4810) The high volt-
age is controlled by changing the low voltage on one of the
supplies. The signals detected by the PMTs are recorded
with the digital oscilloscope inside the CLF container, and
digital data is transferred to the data PC. Linearity of the
PMTs is monitored by a pulsed UVLED simultaneously
interleaved with the CLF laser pulses.

All these observations are done by automatically, and
weather related problems are avoided by remote operation
and monitoring. Personnel at BRFD monitor the weather
and in case of rain, snow or high winds they can shut down
the system remotely. The system was completed in March
2011, and began observation at that time.

4.2 Data Samples
The back-scattered lights of 300 CLF laser shots detected
by two PMTs are digitized and averaged by digital oscil-
loscope. Those signals recorded as waveform are multi-
plied by square of distance between detector and scatter-
ing point, as following the inverse-square law. This value
called the corrected light intensity is basic information for
LIDAR analysis. Fig. 5 shows example of the corrected
light intensity.

The extinction coefficient calculated using Klett’s
method ([6, 7, 1]) is shown in Fig.6. Obtained extinc-
tion coefficient αobs contains both of the coefficient of
molecules αM and of aerosols αA. Because the scattering
process of molecular component is well understood, αM
can be calculated using the atmospheric condition (tem-
perature, pressure etc.) measured by radio-sonde database
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[8]. Finally the extinction coefficient of aerosols is ex-
tracted by subtract the αM from αobs.

Figure 5: Example of the corrected light intensity as a
function of height. The distance from LIDAR as shown in
horizontal axis is corresponding to the height from the CLF
directly. Data from different PMTs are connected around
3 km.

Figure 6: The extinction coefficient obtained from LIDAR
(red cross) and those of molecular (green X) calculated
from radio-sonde data.

4.3 Further Analysis
Using the Eq.(2), the VAOD τA(h) can be calculated from
the obtained αA(h). Also the VAOD at high altitude where
aerosol does not exist is obtained from CLF data, both
should be showing the essentially same condition. Since
the absolute value of VAOD is not obtained from integra-
tion of αA(h), VAOD of CLF is required for normalizing
the VAOD of LIDAR.

τA(h) = τA(H)CLF −
∫ H

h
αA(h′)dh′ (7)

Eq.(7) shows the concept of LIDAR@CLF analysis, where
the H is the normalized height. In order to decide the
normalized height H, further studies about LIDAR and
CLF are advanced.

5 Summary
In the TA experiment, several methods of atmospheric
monitoring are performed. Specially, the LIDAR@CLF
is a new trial to measure the atmospheric transmission

by combination of side-scattered and back-scattered light
from the same laser.

The VAOD and the extinction coefficient are obtained
from progress of the analysis of CLF. Although the VAOD
at the relatively low altitude is required to compare with
other measurements, this analysis is not excluding the ef-
fect of the aerosols at low altitude. For the comparison,
data selection by the scale height Hs would be needed in
this analysis. Those kinds of systematic uncertainties are
under studying. Especially the treatment of VAOD under
3 km is important for adopting these parameters to the FD
analysis.

The LIDAR@CLF began to acquire the data regularly.
Only some examples of Atmospheric transmission param-
eters (αA,τA) are obtained, the analysis could be pro-
gressed using basically the same process with the stand
alone LIDAR. It would be the great help to understand
the atmospheric condition at low altitude if the precise in-
formation about the extinction coefficient at that region is
given by LIDAR@CLF besides the CLF.
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